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Session 1: System Development

Information Systems Development: The Challenge of Evolutionary Complexity
LYCETT, Mark; PAUL, Ray J.

Does effective IS planning lead to IS success? - Developing a contingency approach
MA, Louis C. K; BURN, Janice M.

Effective participation in information systems development: the work portfolio approach
KIRVEENNUMMI, Mika T.; TUOMISTO, Antti K.

Session 2: Electronic commerce (I)

Electronic contracting within the reference model for electronic markets
LINDEMANN, Markus A.; RUNGE, Alexander

Internet-based intermediaries – the case of the real estate market
BUXMANN, Peter; GEBAUER, Judith

Session 3: Knowledge Management

USC cybrarium: an infrastructure for the creation and management of information systems knowledge
HARS, Alexander

An architecture for managing explicit knowledge
ZACK, Michael H.

A framework for a systematic approach to knowledge management
VAN DER PIJL, G. John; van BOVEN, Walter H.P.
Session 4: Change management

Information technology infusion: conceptual development and empirical assessment
PATNAYAKUNI, Ravi; RAI, Arun
Managing information and communication technology change: towards a strategic understanding of opportunities and change
DE WIT, Dirk; PETERSON, Ryan R.
The evolving role of IS change agents in complex global environments
MCGUIRE, Eugene G.; RANDALL, Kim A.

Session 5: IS in SME

Effectiveness of using expert support technology for individual and small group decision making
NAH, Fiona; MAO, Jiye; BENBASAT, Izak
The contribution of information technology to the performance of SMEs: alignment of critical dimensions
BERGERON, François; RAYMOND, Louis; GLADU, Michel; LECLERC, Chantale
Business Process re-engineering in SMEs: current evidence
CHANG, Lih-Jen; POWELL, Philip

Session 6: Electronic commerce (II)

Towards a cooperating support system for virtual enterprises
SUTER, Benno; KÄMPFEN, Kilian; PROBST, André R.
Diffusion of electronic grocery shopping: expectations of current suppliers and potential service providers in Finland
HEIKKILÄ, Jukka; KALLIO, Jukka; SAARINEN, Timo; TUUNAINEN, Virpi Kristiina
Monitoring and influencing as key capabilities in electronic channels
CHRISTIAANSE, Ellen; VENKATRAMAN, N.

Session 7: Data modelling

Modeling multidimensional databases: a formal object-centered approach
HACID, Mohand-Said; SATTLER, Ulrike
Comparing data modelling frameworks using Chisholm’s ontology
MILTON, Simon; KAZMIERCZAK, Ed; KEEN, Chris
Conceptual modelling in OLAP
POKORNÝ, Jaroslav

Session 8: Software Agents

Data warehousing agent: in seeking of improved support for environmental scanning and strategic management
LIU, Shuhua
A methodology for classifying intelligent software agents
SCHUBERT, Claudia; ZARNEKOW, Rüdiger; BRENNER, Walter
Software Agents in virtual enterprises: towards an organizational theory for multiagent systems
KIRN, Stefan

Session 9: Cultural aspects in ICT

Videoconferencing across cultures - a conceptual framework for floor control issues
DUSTDAR, Scharam; HOFSTEDE, Gert Jan
Cultural values and telecommunication media use
ROWE, Frantz
Understanding the effects of member diversity in global virtual teams
JARVENPAA, Sirkka L.; SHAW, Thomas

Session 10: Organizational learning

Driving the organizational learning cycle: the case of computer-aided failure management
KLAMMA, Ralf; JARKE, Matthias
The learning organisation information system (LOIS): supporting a learning strategy
WILLIAMSON, Adrian; ILIPOULOS, Constantinos
Beyond strategic planning of information technology: the use of scenarios in turbulent environments
KETTUNEN, Sami; HEIKKILÄ, Jukka; LYYTINEN, Kalle

Session 11: Workflow Systems

The uptake and application of workflow management systems in the UK financial services sector
DOHERTY, Neil F.; PERRY, I.
Closing the gap between business modelling and workflow enactment
BERGER, Michael; ELLMER, Ernst
Combining quantitative and qualitative assessment methods in software process improvement
IVERSEN, J. H.; JOHANSEN, J.; NIELSEN, P. A.; PRIES-HEJE, J.

Session 12: BPR and process improvement: Different views

The diffusion of business process reengineering: a conceptual model
NEWELL, Sue; SWAN, Jacky; GALLIERS, Robert D.
Groupware and Distributed Process Improvement: Will this Combination Work?
KOCK, Ned
IOS and interorganizational business process: redesigning a transport agent’s business network
VASQUEZ BRONFMAN, Sergio